
The sleek, architectural design of Cambridge by 

Cove Outdoor, with it’s classic square lines, hides 

a subtle cut-away detail that is playfully exposed 

in it’s silhouette as the sun arcs across the sky and 

as you relax and allow your hand to explore the 

smoothness of the timber.

Design details like the 450 mitre joint on the arms 

and the solid volume of A grade teak speak to 

the premium nature of this collection as do the 

generously padded seat and back cushions that 

are finished in a premium outdoor fabric and lend 

a crisp, lively note to this New Zealand designed 

collection that offers multiple sectional seating 

solutions.
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DESIGNER

Cove Outdoor

DESCRIPTION

The sleek, architectural design of Cambridge by Cove Outdoor, with it’s classic square lines, hides a subtle cut-away detail that is 

playfully exposed in it’s silhouette as the sun arcs across the sky and as you relax and allow your hand to explore the smoothness 

of the timber.

MATERIALS

Frame : Sustainably sourced plantation teak from Java or cleaned, pre-dipped, electrostatically powder coated alu-

minium.  

Upholstery : Sunbrella® 100% acrylic fabric  specifically developed for outdoor use.

Seat : Batyline® - a textile weave consisting of polyester coated with solution dyed PVC. 

Cushions : Cove Outdoor uses exclusively QuickDry Foam® by Urecel.

FINISHES

Natural TeakCaste Silver

Sunbrella fabric® Table Top
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CAMBRIDGE COLLECTION

1 seater
910w x 910d x 800h 

C-CBG-1S-001

corner seat
910w x 910d x 800h

C-CBG-CR-001

2 seater left
1560w x 910d x 800h

 C-CBG-2.5SL-001

2 seater right
1560w x 910d x 800h

C-CBG-2.5SR-001

3 seater 
1760w x 910d x 800h

C-CBG-3S-001

armless 1 seater
910w x 910d x 800h

C-CBG-AL-001

recliner
700w x 2020d x 400h

C-CBG-RE-001
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